Design of continuous EMG classification approaches towards the control of a robotic exoskeleton in reaching movements.
Myoelectric control of rehabilitation devices engages active recruitment of muscles for motor task accomplishment, which has been proven to be essential in motor rehabilitation. Unfortunately, most electromyographic (EMG) activity-based controls are limited to one single degree-of-freedom (DoF), not permitting multi-joint functional tasks. On the other hand, discrete EMG-triggered approaches fail to provide continuous feedback about muscle recruitment during movement. For such purposes, myoelectric interfaces for continuous recognition of functional movements are necessary. Here we recorded EMG activity using 5 bipolar electrodes placed on the upper-arm in 8 healthy participants while they performed reaching movements in 8 different directions. A pseudo on-line system was developed to continuously predict movement intention and attempted arm direction. We evaluated two hierarchical classification approaches. Movement intention detection triggered different movement direction classifiers (4 or 8 classes) that were trained and tested over a 5-fold cross validation. We also investigated the effect of 3 different window lengths to extract EMG features on classification. We obtained classification accuracies above 70% for both hierarchical approaches. These results highlight the viability of classifying online 8 upper-arm different directions using surface EMG activity of 5 muscles and represent a first step towards an online EMG-based control for rehabilitation devices.